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448. AN APPLICATION OF NEWTON'S METHOD TO
SIMULTANEOUS DETERMINATION OF

ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL*

Dobrilo D. Tosie and Gradimir V. Milovanovie

..
S. B. PRESH'; gave in paper [1] an iterative procedure for polynomial

factorisation, which can successfully be applied to simultaneous determination of
all zeros of a polynomial. PRESH:;noted in his paper that the formulas he obtai-
ned are similar to NEWTON'S formulas for determination of isolated zeros of a
polynomial, and he proved the quadratic convergence of his iterative method.

In this paper we shall obtain PRESIC'S formulas by a direct application
of NEWTON'Smethod.

Let I = {I, .. . , n} and let

(1) p(x)=xn+alx"-l+... +an-tx+an

be a complex polynomial whose zeros Xi (iEI) are distinct.

We shaH prove that solving the following system of nonlinear equations

Fl =:LXj= -aI,
i

(2)

Fn = Xl . . . Xn= ( - l)n an

(which is, in fact, the system of VIETE'Sformulas for (1» by NEWTON'S me-
thod is equivalent to PRESIC'S method of simultaneous determination of all
zeros of (1).

NEWTON'S iterative procedure for obtaining approximate solutions of a
system of nonlinear equations, applied to (2), yields

(3) x (k+ 1)=x (k)-W-1 (x (k» (/(x (k» + a) (k=O, 1, .. .),
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where

F,

F2
f(x) = , a=

al Xl (k)

-a2 X2(k), x (k) =

Xn (k)

Matrix W-1 (x) is the inverse matrix of JACOBI'S matrix

dfW(x) =
dx

=llaijll,

where aij = :Fi (i, jE/). For elements aij we have the following recurrent relations
uXj

aij = I,

i. e.

where F/j) are homogeneous functions of order i, which do not involve xi"
Introduce the polynomials Q and Rj by

n n

Q (x) = IT(x-xm), Rj(x) = IT(x-xm)
m~l m~1

m*j

(jEI),

which, in the expanded form, read

Q(x)=xn-Flxn-l+Fzxn-z +(-l)nFn,

Rj(x)=xn-1-F/j)xn-z+FzU)xn-3 +(-I)n-1F~~1'

Notice that Q' (Xj) = R/xj) (j E /).
We now prove the following:

Theorem. If x,i=Xj ~ ii=j (i,jEI), then the inverse. matrix of

1 1
Fll) F12)

1
F(n)

I
W (x) =

F(I)
n-l

F(2)
n-I

F(n)
n-I

is given by

W-1(x) =

D1xln-l

D2x2n-1

-D, x,n-2 ...
-D2x2n-2

(_1)n-1 Dl

(_l)n-l D2

with Di = l/Q' (Xi) (iE/).
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Proof Let C= II cij II =
W-1(x) W(x). Then

clj = D, (xt-1- FY) xin-2 + F!j) xt-3- . . . + (__l)n-l F~:01)

=DiRj (x;) =aij (aij is KRONECKER'Sdelta).

Hence, C is the unit matrix, and the proof is complete.
Since

W-1 (x) (f(x) + a) =

e:!

e:2

€;=P(X;)/Q'(Xi) (iEI), from (3) follows

x.(k+l)=x.(k)-P(xi(k) (iEI, k=O, 1,...),
I

'Q' (Xi (k)

which is, in fact, the algorithm given in [1].

where
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